
MAKE YOUR OWN 
GIFT BASKETS 
ON ANY BUDGET

MAKE A PERSONALIZED GIFT

for someone special in your life, 

and show them how much you care.

COMPLIMENTS OF: DESIGNING FOR PLENTY



CHOOSE YOUR ELEMENTS

SUBSCRIPTION BOXES

BASKET FILLER

COMPLIMENTS OF: DESIGNING FOR PLENTY

Have you noticed that subscription boxes have become the hottest "new" thing this year? 
You can sign up to have a box of groceries delivered to your home, and it contains a pretty 
card to show you how to make the meal. Or what if you don't like to shop for clothes. You 
can sign up for a service that sets you up with a personal shopper. They take your style 
and then pushed the notch up a peg or two to get you to try a new style that would look 
good on you. Or think about your furry friend, even THEY can get a box delivered to them 
with toys, treats, and food to try out.  
 
So let's use that inspiration and have some fun this holiday season to make your own gift 
baskets. These gifts can fit any budget and still look impressive. It also gives you the 
chance to personalize it with items that the person can't get anywhere else, making it a very 
memorable gift. 

You can use just about any thing 
that you can think of for a gift 
basket. The trick is finding an 
object that barely fits the objects 
that go into it. You want it to look 
like the object is over-flowing with 
gift items. And that is easy to 
package for the big present 
reveal. 

If you need a little lift in your 
basket to bring the objects to the 
top and pout out, even these 
fillers can be use with the gift. 
Pretend you are doing a 
gardening gift. Your filler can be 
upside down plastic seed pots. 
They will be able to use even the 
filler in their gift. Quilters can use 
batting to fill up the gift. Chefs can 
use extra towels as a filler. Use 
your creativity to increase the size 
of your gift to fit the theme.



GIFT BASKETS 
BY HOBBY

FISHING

WOODWORK

FISHING

whether its ice fishing or waiting until the heat of summer

hooks 

lures

weights

bobbers 

scissors

gloves

net

pliers

depth sensor 

hook remover 

fishing line 

sunglasses 

MAKE IT SPECIAL

a brag book for the ones that got away

Include a brag sized photo album or small journal so the stories of 

the ones that they caught and lost can live on forever. Or the 

journal can be used to document best fishing spots to return to.
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Container 
Idea

Find the 
perfect sized 
tackle box to 
contain these 

new treasures. 

WOODWORKING

making treasures out of common building materials

hand saw

rasps

screws

bolts

chisels

nails

planes

scrapers

stains or paints

paint brushes 

sandpaper 

tape measure 

MAKE IT SPECIAL

include a part of the gift that comes all year long

There are many woodworking magazines available. Include a year 

subscription to one in the gift basket. Include a copy of the 

magazine with a note attached about the coming subscription.
Container 

Idea

Tool bags come 
in all shapes and 
sizes now, even 
backpacks and 

rollers bags.



GIFT BASKETS 
BY HOBBY

GARDENER

QUILTER

GARDENER

help the gardener in your life make it through the long winter

seeds 

plant signs

gloves

trowel 

potting soil

rake

fertilizer

shears

gardening journal 

rain-proof pen 

garden decorations 

small pots 

MAKE IT SPECIAL

include some local seed catalogs for instant garden dreaming

Seed catalogs are starting to come out now. Make this gift basket 

extra special by including some local catalogs. That way the 

garden dreams can start as soon as they open the gift. 
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Container 
Idea

Find the perfect 
pot so they can 
use every piece 
of their gift in the 

garden.

QUILTER

winter is a great time to sew, give them a new project to work on

thread

needles

safety pins

scissors

thimble

quilting pencils

batting

pins

quilting magazines

fabric fat-quarters 

quilting clips 

magnetic pin holder 

MAKE IT SPECIAL

include a part of the gift that comes all year long

There are many quilting and sewing magazines available. Include a 

year subscription to one in the gift basket. Include a copy of the 

magazine with a note attached about the coming subscription.
Container 

Idea

A sewing basket 
that can keep 
their current 

project close and 
transportable.



GIFT BASKETS 
BY HOBBY

CHEF

ARTIST

CHEF

Making a seasonal meal will be more fun with these items:

spices

wooden spoons

living herbs

towels

chef apron

index cards

recipe holder

small scale

specialty knife

ingredient cups 

culinary torch 

spatula 

MAKE IT SPECIAL

Include your own recipe inspiration to grow their collection.

Do you have a special recipe that you would like to gift for the chef 

in your life? Don't worry that it's not fancy enough, tell them why it is 

a go-to recipe for you and they will be happy to include it in your 

menu mix.
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Container 
Idea

A colander 
makes a great 
container for a 
chef basket fun 
and functional.

ARTIST

Give a gift to jot down sudden inspiration when it strikes them

art pad

art journal

drawing pencils

sharpener

india ink

Ink pen set

easel

colored pencil 

artgum eraser

paint brushes

artist apron

kneaded eraser 

MAKE IT SPECIAL

Include a book for added inspiration in their tote.

Choose between a book on technique to teach them a new skill, or 

an inspirational book on being an artist like The Artist's Way: 25th 

Anniversary Edition by Julia Cameron to make their gift complete.
Container 

Idea

A tote bag or 
backpack helps 

this artist stay on 
the go. Keep 

things portable.



GIFT BASKETS 
BY ACTIVITY

PEDICURE

CAR SAFETY

PEDICURE

Give the gift of glam with lots of colors to brighten up their day.

nail polish (lots!)

foot file

towels

callus remover

nail clipper

nail scissors

pumice stone

spa tub

nail polish remover

toe spacers 

orange sticks 

cotton balls 

MAKE IT SPECIAL

Give this gift, plus a gift of your time for a fun spa treat.

Think about including some coupons in this gift basket. The coupons 

can say, "This coupon is good for one spa treatment with me let's 

make a great girls night out." 
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Container 
Idea

A pair of 
slippers can 
make a great 
container for a 
spa treatment. 

CAR SAFETY

Everyone can benefit from this type of basket.

garbage can

plastic bags

paper towels

jumper cables

first aid kit

flash light

folding shovel

flares 

tire pressure gauge

safety vest

reflective triangle

raincoat

MAKE IT SPECIAL

Now that their care is safe, give them some road trip ideas

To make this gift fun, add in some ideas for great road trips that 

they can plan. AAA offers travel guides to their members which are 

great for planning, or even a map or two of the local areas. 
Container 

Idea

Start with the 
garbage bin to 

make a safely kit, 
line it with extra 
recycled bags



GIFT BASKETS 
BY ACTIVITY

PET LOVER

MOVIES

PET LOVER

For the person that would rather lavish gifts on their furry friends.

treats

toys

food dish

water dish

nail clipper

towel

leash

toy bin

dog whistle

pet ID

bandana

pet food scoop

MAKE IT SPECIAL

Give the gift of photos to your special someone.

It's hard for a pet lover to get pictures of the two of them together. 

So offer to do a photo shoot for the two of them so they can have 

some pictures of them as a team. 
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Container 
Idea

A food dish 
makes a great 

container. 
A permanent 

one or a 
on-the-go style. 

MOVIE NIGHT

Set up an incredible movie night with all of the fun stuff

favorite DVD

chocolate

nuts

chips

popcorn

soda

mints

pretzels 

popcorn flavoring

gummies

movie posters

Books of the movies 

MAKE IT SPECIAL

Does your movie buff love to throw out movie quotes?

Include a blank journal in their gift so they can start to collect all of 

their favorite movie quotes. Make it extra special by writing some of 

your favorite quotes to get things started.
Container 

Idea

How about a big 
popcorn bowl 
to show the 

movie buff how 
much you care.


